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Abstract 
We study the set of lower bounds which have been proposed for the numbering of a complete 
graph. We first show that the computation of most of them can be reformulated as a flow 
circulation problem with only positive components except for one. This leads to the definition of 
a family of lower bounds, and we discuss how to find the best possible member of it. Numerical 
values of the best possible lower bound are provided for graphs with up to 23 vertices and 
compared with their optima1 numbers. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Ke~mvrds: Graph number; Flow; Circulation; Golomb ruler 
I. Introduction 
A graph G = (V, E) is numbered if each vertex v is assigned a non-negative integer 
C(U), and each edge {u, v} is assigned the absolute value of the difference of the 
numbers at its endpoints, i.e., IC(u) - C(u)l. 
The numbering is graceful if, fUrthermore, we have: 
(i) the vertices are labelled with distinct integers; 
(ii) the largest value of the vertex labels is equal to the number of edges, i.e.. 
max, EI/ C(r) = IE(; 
(iii) all the edges of G have distinct labels chosen from the set { 1,2,. . . IEI} 
A yraccrJir/ gvctph is a graph with a graceful numbering. Several authors have studied 
the class of graceful graphs, see, e.g., [2,7,8]. Although there are many graceful graphs, 
it has been shown [3,20], that K,, is graceful if and only if n <4. Therefore, for n 2 5, we 
consider the problem of finding the minimum number v(G) of K,,, i.e., the minimum of 
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the largest of edge labels under the condition that all edges of G have distinct positive 
integer labels. Minimum numbers of a complete graph are known for graphs up to only 
20 vertices (http://members.aol.com/golomb20). Indeed, it is quite difficult to design 
efficient algorithms to compute those numbers [ 11,17-l 91: several months of computing 
time (on a pentium) are still necessary today to determine the exact number for a graph 
with more than 20 vertices. Therefore, the problem of estimating sharp lower bounds 
has received some attention. But again, this is not an easy task. The best known lower 
bounds are due to Linebarger et al. [14], Lorentzen and Nilsen [15], Chen and Klove 
[4] and Klove [12,13]. They are discussed in detail later in this paper. 
It is worth mentioning that the numbering problem of a graph is known under various 
names. A few equivalent or related problems are Golomb rulers [6], the T-coloring 
problem [5], the difference base problem [ 161, the difference triangle set problem [ 121, 
and synch-sets [20]. 
The problem of finding the minimum number of a graph arises in many applications, 
e.g., coding theory, X-ray, crystallography, radar, communications networks, astronomy 
(see, e.g., [ 17,1,3], for references on these applications). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first exhibit a family of lower 
bounds on the number of a complete graph from the reformulation of a relaxed form 
of the problem as a flow circulation one. We next show that most lower bounds of 
the literature belong to this family. In Section 3, we study how we can derive, from 
this family, the best possible lower bound. We show that, under some assumption, we 
can restrict ourselves to the lower bounds derived from a quasi-positive circulation (all 
flows positive except one). Finally, in Section 4, we propose a practical method to 
compute such lower bounds, and numerical values are obtained for n up to 23. They 
are compared with the graph numbers. 
2. A circulation family of lower bounds 
We first define a new family of lower bounds (Section 2.1) and next show that 
several bounds of the literature belong to it (Section 2.2). 
2.1. Dejnition of u circulution ,fumily 
Let G=(V,E) be a complete graph with a set V={U~,Z~~,...,Z’~} of y1 vertices and 
a set E = {eij = (vi, Vi): 1 d i < j <n} of m = n(n - 1)/2 edges. We assume that the 
vertices are numbered in such a way that 1 = C(vi ) < C(Q) < < C(v,). It follows 
that the label of edge eii (i < j) is equal to wij = C(z.5) - C(v, ). 
Let Cp=((Pij)l <lcj<n be a non-null flow in the graph G (if for some indices i and ,j, 
(pii < 0, the Ilow l’piJI is assumed to cross the edge e,- in the opposite direction, i.e., 
from I-j to vi). Using the property that any flow cp can be decomposed in elementary 
flows. we show: 
707 
Proposition 1. 
Proof. It is well known, see, e.g., Gondran and Minoux [9. Theorem 2. p. 311, that 
any flow cp can be decomposed into a sum of linearly independent elementary flows 
cp’ which are supported by elementary cycles, i.e, 
where the i+ are scalar. 
Let %’ = {P:, , I>:,. . , c:,~} be such an elementary cycle. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that i, is the smallest vertex index of (6’ and we define the orientation 
of the cycle as the one induced by the direction of the arc (P:,. ~7:~). The vector (17’ 
associated with this cycle is defined as follows: 
(Pi, =I if the edge eri belongs to %’ and its direction coincides 
with the orientation of %‘, 
ql;, = - 1 if the edge e;, belongs to ‘%’ and its direction does not 
coincide with the orientation of %‘, 
Now, 
q;i = 0 if the edge e,, does not belong to ‘6’ 
with the convention that i, + i = ii. we have 
c (C( 1’1; , ) - C( I’i, )) = 0. 
/=I 
Moreover, observe that, if cpl,. ,, , =l, then if, 1 > i/ and hence C(L.,,, )-C(r, )--\L., ,/ 
Similarly. if (p:,,,, , = -I, C(ui,, , ) - C(rl,, ) == -iri ,,,, , It follows that 
il: &,%A,, = 0 
/ I 
or, in a more compact form, that cp’ +V = 0. From (I ) and reordering the terms of the 
summation, we deduce that cp. u’ = 0. 7 
Using this last result, we can then show that a lower bound l(q) on the minimum 
number Y(G) of a complete graph can be obtained from any non-null flow in G. We 
denote by (T a permutation of the components of a vector, and by 2‘ the set of all 
such permutations. Let e be the m-vector ( ],I,. . 1 ), r the vector ( I, 2,. . . nz). cl? 
(resp. q-) the positive (resp. negative) flow contribution of cp. i.e.. with components 
‘Pi, + = max{ q,,,O} (resp. q’,i = max{-q,,,O}). 
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Proposition 2. 
1(q)= -1 + 
rnir+z cp+ . a(r) + min,Ex cp- ‘47) 
cp- -e 
Proof. From the relation q w = 0, we deduce 
cp+ . w=cp- .w. 
On one hand, the left-hand side can be bounded as follows: 
$j; 4n+ . o(r)dcp+ . w. 
On the other hand, the right-hand side can be overestimated by 
cp .w<:iZ& CJ- . o((v(G) + 1)e - r), 
that is, 
rp- ~w<(v(G)+l)~-.e+m;;(-(p-.0(r)). 
Hence, combining the bounds of (2) and (3), we obtain 
ms V+ .a(r)<(v(G)+ l)cp- .e - n&- .0(r). 
We then have 
(2) 
(3) 
m&62 cp + 
~(G)>!(V) = -1 + 
. C(r) + minaEz cp- .0(r) 
0 
cp- .e 
2.2. Lower bounds of the literature 
Several lower bounds of the literature can be obtained as special cases of a. The 
simplest one, v’ = n(n - 1)/2 belongs to the folklore. 
Proposition 3. The lower bound E’ is obtainedjbr the circulation cp’ dejned by 
r; =l forj=i+l, l<i<n-1, 
y,:=-_l for i = 1, j = E, 
r$ =0 otherwise. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that 9’ defines a circulation. Since the vector CJI’+ has n - 1 
components equal to 1, and the other components equal to 0, we have 
On the other hand, rnin,,=z cp’- . a(r) = 1 since the only non-zero component of rp’- 
is equal to 1. Hence, 
$=-1+ 
n(n - 1)/2+ 1 
1 
48-l) o ZZp. 
2 
The graph numbering problem appears as a particular case of the difference triangle 
set (DTS). An (I,J)-difference triangle set (DTS) is a set 
Ll={Ll,,Llz . ...) O,}, 
where 
0, = {a,,]O<j<J}. 1 <i<I 
are sets of integers (known as difference triangles) such that 
O=a;~~ <a;1 <.“<‘?,J 
for all i and such that all the integers ai, -- a,,~ with 1 <i<l and O<j’ < j<J are 
distinct. (I ,J)-DTS (with J = n - 1) corresponds to the graph numbering problem. 
Klave [ 121 proposes a new lower bound for DTS which. when I = 1, can be written 
It is maximum for a value of k which depends on n 
Proposition 4. The lower bound x2 corresponds to the c?rrulution 
c/Ii);, = 1 ,for l<i<j<n, j-i<k, 
‘pf,=-I .ftir I<i<j<n, j-i>n-k, 
yf, = 0 othenvise. (4) 
See [lo]. 0 
The lower bound of Klove 1121 for DTS was further improved by Klove [ 131 and Chen 
and Klove [4]. However, in the particular case of (l,J)-triangle, both improvements 
leads to the same following lower bound: 
where I <k < [n/21. Again, it is maximum for a value of k which depends on n. 
Proposition 5. The lower bound x3 corresponds to the cirmlution 
$, =l for ldi<n, l<.j<n, und i+2<j<k+i, 
q$ =l+(k-i+l)(k-i)/2 fiwl<i<k-l,,j=i+l. 
(p;j =I ,f?wk<i<n-k, j=i+ 1, 
‘p;, =l +(i+k-n+l)(i+k-n)i2 fern-k+ I<i<n- I 
and j=i+ 1, 
cp:, = - k(k + 1)/2 fbr i = 1, ,j = jr, 
Vl: =0 otherwise. 
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Proof. See [lo]. q 
It can easily be shown, using algebraic manipulations, that for any k, y3 >y2 2~’ for 
any value of n. 
Two more lower bounds have been proposed in the literature. One is due to 
Linebarger et al. [14]. It includes Fourier transfonn and is difficult to compare with 
I. The other one [15] uses a linear programming transformation strengthened with 
a family of valid inequalities. 
3. Characterization of the best possible lower bound 
3.1. Symmetric jlows 
In the previous section, we have shown how, given a flow, we can deduce a lower 
bound on the minimum number of a complete graph. We first study below how, given 
two flows, we can obtain a new improved lower bound. Next, we deduce that the best 
possible lower bound can always be derived from a symmetric flow. 
Theorem 1. Let q’ and (p2 be two jfows satisfying min{~(cp’),~(~2)}>n(n - 1)/2. 
Define cp = q’ + q2 and assume that cp is a non-zero jaw. Then, 
li(cP)>/min(ll(~l),v((p2)) 
Proof. Let Nl = {(i,j): qij > 0} and N; = {(i,,i): qDI, < O}. Let r^+ be such that 
cp + v^+ = min,Ex (cp+ CT(~)) and r^- be such that cp- i- = minoEz (CJ- D(Y)). The 
expression of I becomes 
Using the set relations N,; n N; = N(; \ NC: n N,,i and N,; 17 “(2 = NC,; \ NJ n Ad’,;> / 
‘9’ can be rewritten as 
where 
As PG <IN,; 1 for (i,j) E N; and IN,;! + IN<;1 = ?I(M - 1).!2, the components F,+, are 
all distinct. Similarly, define a vector F- as follows: 
Using the set relations N,; n N,; = N,,I \ N<p n N,:, and N,: TI NC; = NiT \ N; n ;V,:J, 
the numerator can be rewritten as 
where 
that is 1 = I ” - (n(rz - I)/2 + l)?’ 
Using the ratio property 
AI-B . A B 
C+D3m’n C’D 
{- -} forall(A,B,C’,D)withC’>OandD>O, 
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Considering that ? and ?- are permutations of Y, we have 
$ 3min{v(qol),y(q2)} + 1. 
On the other hand, we have 
JV .,Y’ JV”’ - (n(n - 1)/2 + 1 )W A” 9”(Jv’/9 - n(n - 1)/2 - 1) 
9 g?’ t%’ - 9” 9’ &@I _ 91, 
Since A”/9’>min{~(cp’),~((~~)} + 1 >n(n - 1)/2 + 1 by assumption, it follows that 
JV’/~?~JV’/~‘, and hence that ~(cp)>min{v(cp’),l(((p~)}. 0 
We define a symmetric circulation q as one that satisfies 
(!2ij = (Pn+l_j,n+l-i for all 1 <i < j<n. 
Using the previous theorem, we can deduce the following result: 
Corollary 1. There exists alwuys a symmetric circulation leading to the best possible 
lower bound v*. 
Proof. Using Theorem 1, we can show that, for any circulation cp satisfying 1((p) >,n(n- 
1)/2, there exists a symmetric circulation cp’ such that ~(cp’) >v(cp). Indeed, let cp’ = 
cp + (p where (p denote the symmetric of cp. Clearly v(p) = I. Using Theorem 1, 
we have 
li(cp + cP)3min{li(cp),li(iZi)) = ~$4”). 0 
3.2. Quasi-positive circulations 
Let us define a quasi-positive circulation as one in which all flows vii, 1 < i < j < n, 
are positive except (PI,,. In this section, we will characterize the circulations leading to 
the best possible lower bound in terms of quasi-positive ones. Following the observation 
that 
v(cp> + I= 
m&z (cp+ . a(r)> + m&z (40~ .4r)) 
cpP .e 
we can rewrite x((p) as follows: 
y(y) + I = 
t(y+).r+t(y-).r 
co- e 
where, for any vector u E l%“, t(u) denotes the vector obtained by sorting the compo- 
nents of u in decreasing order. 
Before stating and proving the main theorem, we need some intermediate results. 
Proof. Assume that such a vertex r, exists. As q is symmetric. we can assume without 
loss of generality that cp,, <qoik and (/Iii < 0. We consider three cases. 
CUP I : cp;i: < 0 and (~<k > 0. Consider the elementary circuit $5 = (~1~. Q, t:,, i‘, ), and 
define a circulation cp’ as follows: reduce cp (with respect to its absolute value) by (5 
on (6, i.e.. vi, = cp,, + 6, cp$ = (p,P + 6, ‘p$ = cp;~  (S and let cp’ be equal to (I, on the 
other edges. In order that the components of cp’ be of the same sign that those of cp, 
assume that (i<min{Icp;,l, jq,~/,cp~,:} (see Fig. I). We have 
with I’ = (I, 2.. . I/V,; I). We therefore deduce that 
t(f() .~.>t((~-).r - (2lN,;l ~ 1 )A 
Similarly, t( qf+ ) I. > t( (p+) r - lNqt 16. We obtain 
ll(y’)3 
t(y~-).r-GIN~~+t(y-)‘r-ii(2lN,,I- I) 
t(y-) e ~ 2d 
consequently, 
11(d) ~ x(cp)> 
2&[t(cp+) y + t(cp-) rl!t(q- ) e - [INf 
t(cp-).e-2ii 
I + w; / ~ 1],‘2) 
Since [t(q7-). r + t(y-) . v]/t(q-) . e = v(cp) + 1 > n(n - 1 )/2 + 1 by assumption. and 
since Intel + i/V; / = n(n - 1)/2, we conclude that I( q’) > I. 
CLZX 2: cpjx < 0 and qjk =O. Define a circulation cp’ such that q,(, =O, (l)ix = cPih - (pi,. 
& = ‘pi, and equal to q on the other edges (see Fig. I). Three components of 
(p’ are modified with respect to tp, but only the change ~p,d -C 0 + q~i):n > 0 results 
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Case 1 
,/J 
>’ I 
,’ I 
/’ I 
2’ 
I ‘pi, I /,’ 
/’ 
/ ’ ‘Pjk’ 
/’ 
/’ 
/’ 
,’ 
“i ’ 
(Pik I 
* “k 
Case 2 
,3 
“1 
f I 
<’ 1 
,’ 
,’ I 
/’ 
“pi,’ Y,’ 
/’ 
i I ‘Pjk’ 
-I 
I cpij I I ‘pjkl 
/’ 
<’ 
8’ 
,’ 
vi d b 3. 
I ‘Pij I “i F_________ _______ xv, 
Fig. I. Improvement of the lower bound if cpjk > 0. 
in a modification of t(cp’+) I’ and t(cp’-) . Y. Indeed, it is easy to see that 
t(~‘+) r>t(cp+>. r + Iqiil - Iqjkl, and t(q’-) . ~2t(cp-) - I(PiklINgl. We therefore 
have 
Again, since 
t(ip+) r f t(q) r 
j(cp-) e 
3 
n(n ~ 1) n(n - I) 
2 
+ 1 and IN,;/<---- ~ 
2 
1, 
we conclude that c( q’) > a. 
Cuse 3: 43,~ 30. Define a circulation cp’ such that vi, = cp,~, (pik = q.ik ~ y,, + cp,~. 
q$, = cp,, and equal to cp on the other edges (see Fig. 1). It corresponds to a rerouting 
of the flow from L‘, to uk through vi, and the flow from E, to c, through 1’~. With 
respect to the negative components, it corresponds to a flow exchange between edges 
e,, and e,k, therefore we have t( cp’- ) = t( cp-- ). With respect to the positive components. 
the positive flow on edge (v,, uk ) has been increased, therefore t(#’ ) 3 t( cp’ ) with a 
strict inequality for one component, hence t(cp’+ ) I’ > t( cp’ ) I*. We again conclude 
that I($) > I. 0 
Proposition 7. Let cp be II synmetric circulation sutisjj~iny y(q) an(n ~ 1)/2. I/ 
tlwre esi.~ts / such thut q/,/+1 < 0, then there rvists LI circulution cp’ ,wti.$j~inq 
!!((P’) > d(P). 
Proof. Let ( be such that ~p/,/+~ < 0. By the conservation of flow, there exists at least 
an edge (I’,, c,) with 1 <i <L and / + 1 <j <n satisfying ‘p,, > 0. If y/, < 0, we apply 
Proposition 6 on (Ci, v/, Cj) and if cp/.i>O, we apply this proposition on (l‘/, I’/ _ I. I;). 
In either case, we obtain a circulation (p’ satisfying ~(cp’) > y(q). 3 
Theorem 2. Lt>t cp be a circulation SUCII thut l( cp) 31’ und IN<; 1 3 2. Assurnc ,firthcr- 
fnore, that v,, 30 ,for I bi < j d Ln/2J and [n/21 + 1 <i < j <n. Then there rsists (I 
cirdution cp’ .rati:fjiny y((p’)>,y(cp) und such thut N,; c NC,;. 
Proof. Since the transformations of the circulation in Corollary 1, Propositions 6 and 7 
do not increase the number of edges with negative flow, we can assume that all possible 
such transformations have been made. 
Let ci = min(l,,)E,V,,T Iqiil. For any edge (vi,vi) with cp,, < 0, we reroute 6 units of 
this flow through (vi, c,+l, . . . , c,, ~‘1,. . . , I:;_ /, r,). More precisely, we define a new flow 
cp’ as follows: (i?:, = cp,, + 6 for (i,.i) E NC;, q{,, = (pin -- IN,; 16, (p:. , + , = cp/. / + I +- (/,A 
where a/ is the number of times the edge (VI, c/+, ) was taken when rerouting the 
flows (note that cp/.,+l > 0 by Proposition 7). cp’ coincides with cp on the other edges. 
Let z=(l,2 ,.... n- 1). We have 
C((P’) 3 
(t((p*).r+6min,tza.rr(z))+(t(cp~).r+filN,,I -ax?‘,‘/) 
(D- .e 
6 IN,, l(lN,, I + 1) ~ 3 V(Y) + ye . e n&~o(z)+INJ ~ 2 
Let 8~ be the greatest j > i such that qr.,! +, +, < 0 (or equivalently such that cpx,,,, , / 
< 0 by symmetry). Note that (pi.,,, 1 ., < 0 for j < x,. and Y/ < 2, for / 3 i since 
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n+l- cxi 
n-t 
n+l-i 
i I t 
Oli \\ 
, n+l- ai 
\\ 
,’ 
.l_j 1 1 \, ," j \ r \ I :: . . 
: ‘.,< 
,' \\ ,,'f 
'< : 
‘;'_ ,‘,->';-\*e \ 
i 
,,*_:.-._;. \ 
15‘ n+l_i 
i----- i 1 
; 1 14 . . . . . . . . . ” 
Fig. 2. Rerouting in Theorem 2 
otherwise we could apply Proposition 6 to improve the value of the flow. Let i be the 
greatest i such that cli >i. We decompose the computation of min,Er a . a(z) in sev- 
eral steps. For a fixed i, we reroute an amount 6 of the flow passing in (vi,vi) 
through the path (vj, vj+l,. . . ,U,, UI,U2,. . . , vi) and an amount 6 of the flow passing 
in (U,+l-j,V,+t-i) through (vn+l_i,...,~,,~~,...,v~+,_j) for all n+l-i3j~~~+l-~~~ 
(see Fig. 2). Let u) be the number of times the edge (v(, vf+r ) is considered for 
this rerouting. Since q<i 30 for 1 <i < j < LIZ/~] and [1t/21 + 1 <i < j < n, we have 
Xi < [(IT + 1)/2], hence 
U)=2c(i_2i+ 1, t= l,...,i- 1, 
af = cli - /, G=i,...,rj - 1, 
a; = 0, /=‘Y.i,..., [l] 
and a; = a:_/ for /= [(Tz+ 1)/21,... , n - 1. Note that a; is decreasing with respect to 
G for each i, hence 
lj-gz~ a(z) = c pj 
i=l 
with 
pi = mina’ CT(Z) 
OEZ 
i-1 Lx-1 
=(2xi-2i+1)~(4~-1)+~(4r-I)(xi-b) 
/=I /=i 
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x,-l x,-I 
=(2x, - 2i + I)(i - 1)(2i - 1) - 4 C /’ + (4c(, + 1) I/ ~ xi(r, ~ i) 
2 
_-f , ( 
3 
a?+ 2i’-3i+F ,i_.ti’+!2!i’-Xi+t, 6) 
We have to show that 
Noting that IN,; 1 = CiZr(2Xi - 2i + I), we obtain. after some (awful) algebraic ma- 
nipulations: 
~~~~=2i~(~;+Ij:-2~~(~~+;)jl 
+C( x, - i)f’;(x;) + 
?(T - I )(T - 3) 
8 
I=1 
with 
,f’,(J() = 2x2 - 
( > 
47 + 1 
3’ 3 2 
x, + ii’ $ ii + 2i' - (3 + 2i)i + i 
(5) 
(6) 
Now consider ,f’i(xi). Its derivative f’j( xi) = :(x, - T) ~ i is positive for ~1, >i + I. 
hence ,f‘i( SI, ) 3 j’, with 
f’ 2 3(i I)* 4_ 1 
( 1 
5 1 = + ~ 
2, 
3l + 2 (i + I ) + 3T2 + :i + 2i' - (3 + 2T)i + y 
= 2i' ~ (3 + 2i)i + i2 + 2. (7) 
The discriminant of this quadratic form is A = (3 + 2i)' ~ 8(i2 + 2) = -4i’ + 12i - 7 and 
is strictly negative for i 3 3. Hence f, 3 0 for i = 1,2, , i, which shows that ,f,( x, ) > 0 
for r, 37 + I. Since x, is integer and Xi > xj>i, it follows that (~1, ~ i)f,( x,) > 0 for 
i= 1,2 ,..., T. 
By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
hence A(r)>0 by (5) for i>3. 
If i = 1, then j’, = 0 by (7). Hence again A(a) 20. 
Finally, consider the case i = 2. We have 
.4(U) = p’ + p* - $(2r, + 222 - 4)2 f $2x, + 2x2 ~ 4) 
=4(x, - cx2)(zl - 3) + :(E, -2)(4x: - 31a, + 63) 
-t i(z2 - 2)(@.2 - 3)(4x2 + 5). 
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v3 4 v4 v3 4 
4 4 4 4 
Vl ‘6 “6 
Fig. 3. Solutions with negative flows for n = 6 
Recall that ~1 3 c12 2. If c11=2, then c/2=2 and the expression is equal to 0. Otherwise, 
al 23, in which case the first term is nonnegative and the second positive. Since ~2 is 
an integer greater than or equal to 2, the third term is nonnegative. Hence ~(cp’) a!((~). 
0 
We think that the assumption made in Theorem 2 is not restrictive as we conjecture 
that: 
Conjecture 1. Let q be cc symmetric circulation such that there exists (i, j), 1 <i < 
j < 11421 satisfying qij < 0, and such that ~(40) >n(n - 1)/2. Then there exists a 
circulation cp’ such that I > v(q). 
The truth of Conjecture 1 would imply that the best lower bound is attained for 
a circulation cp whose only negative component is (~1~. Note, however, that the best 
lower bound with quasi-positive circulation can also be achieved for a circulation cp 
with more than one edge having a strictly negative 
best lower bound 16.16... (see Tables 1 and 3) is 
represented in Fig. 3. 
4. Quasi-positive lower bound 
flow. For example for n = 6, the 
obtained for the two circulations 
In this section, we consider the best possible lower bound corresponding to a quasi- 
positive circulation, i.e., to a circulation cp such that the only negative flow is (PI,,. 
Without loss of generality, we can fix the value of this llow to -1. The expression of 
the lower bound is then 
The following result gives a partial order on the values of the flows on the edges. 
Fig. 4. Illustration of ProposItion X 
Proof. Let y be a circulation satisfying (plh > max{ cp[,, +?,A }. Without loss of general- 
ity, we assume that the minimum is equal to (p,,. We define (p’ as follows: CJI:, = (piA. 
C& = (p,h- + cP,h ~ (p,,, cpii, = ‘pI, and cp’ coinciding with cp on the other edges. WC have 
t( cp” ) 3 t( (pi ) with strict inequality for one component, hence x( CQ’) > x( cp ) (Fig. 4 ). 
Proposition 8 means that when looking for the best lower bound, we can assume 
that ‘pi, 3 y,_l., and ‘pi, >cpi,,+l. This induces a partial order on the values of the flow. 
Note that if a total order were available, we could find the optimal (T* of the problem 
mm,tz ((17’ O(V)) for all cp satisfying the order, and hence v(y) would be linear in cf. 
Instead x((p) is the infimum of a finite family of linear functions, hence the best 
lower bound can be obtained by solving the following convex program: 
max $; ((P+ 'dr)) 
c (PI, = 1. 
I 2 
s.t. 
/--I li 
/~ I j=r+ I 
which can be recast into a linear program of huge size 
(LP) max I 
S.t. C (plj = 1, 
/‘2 
(8) 
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Table 1 
Lower bounds and optimal value 
5 10 10.33... 10.5 10.5 11 
6 15 16 16 16.166... 17 
7 21 23 23 23.5 25 
8 28 3 I .33... 31.33... 32 34 
9 36 41 41.16... 42.125 44 
10 45 52.5 52.66... 53.5417 55 
II 55 65.5 65.66... 66.6 72 
12 66 80 80.16... 81.291 85 
13 78 96 96.16... 97.666... 106 
14 91 113.5 113.66... 115.603... 127 
15 104 132.5 132.66... 135.155... 151 
16 120 153 153.5 156.364... 177 
17 136 175.6 176.1 179.124... 199 
18 153 199.8 200.3 203.589... 216 
19 171 225.6 226.1 229.7 246 
20 190 253 253.5 257.5 283 
21 210 282 282.5 286.94 < 333 
22 231 312.6 313.1 3 18.098... < 356 
23 253 344.8 345.3 350.966... < 372 
i-l 
CCp/i= 2 (pij, i=2,...,n- 1, (9) 
/=I j=i+l 
We note by (LP(C’)) the problem (LP) in which only the constraints of type (10) 
corresponding to a subset C’ of C are present. We have computed the best lower bound 
for II= 5 to 23 by the following simple algorithm: 
Step 0 (Initialization): Initialize t to x. Set C’ to 0 and let cp be a feasible circulation 
for problem (LP(C’)). 
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Table 2 
C’omputational results 
0.02 
0.07 
0.10 
0.29 
I .06 
3.3x 
x.39 
20.52 
31.33 
77.35 
239.7 I 
453.73 
1367.80 
2140.60 
5522.07 
655 I .04 
10497.95 
18459.22 
27932.34 
IO 
I 9 
3 s 
64 
IO I 
IS:! 
??I 
224 
304 
340 
534 
705 
706 
I OX6 
I343 
Ii67 
I937 
2157 
Step I (Cutting): Solve the problem min,Ez o(q’ ). r. Let j”’ be the optimal value 
and g* an optimal solution. If t <f’*, stop: the circulation q is optimal with value I. 
Otherwise, add o* to Z’. 
Step 2 (Solution of‘ the linear proyram): Solve problem (LP(C’)), obtaining an 
optimal solution q and value t. Return to Step 1. 
The problem min,Ex a(q+) . r in Step 1 is solved by sorting in decreasing order the 
components of ‘p+. If possible, ties are broken by using the partial order induced by 
Proposition 8. Furthermore, we have exploited the symmetry of the optimal solution 
to reduce by an half the number of variables of the problems (LP). 
Table 1 gives the value of the three particular lower bound y’, v2 and x3 mentioned 
in this paper, together with the best possible lower bound and the optimal value. For x’ 
and y3, the values are those corresponding to the best k, which is r” fi. To facilitate 
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Table 3 
Optimal circulation 
32223 211112 6333336 1111 
101 
00 
-2 
n=5 
2112 1 11 11 
101 1001 
00 000 
-6 00 
-4 
& 
& 
322223 
21112 
1001 
000 
00 
-12 
42222224 
2111112 
111111 
10001 
0000 
000 
00 
-8 
12 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 12 15 6 5 6 6 6 6 5 6 15 
63333336 653555356 
3222223 53333335 
211112 3111113 
10001 
0000 
000 
00 
-24 
n = 10 
24 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 24 
9858888589 
853555358 
52222225 
2000002 
000000 
00000 
0000 
000 
00 
-48 
n = 12 
100001 
00000 
0000 
000 
00 
-30 
n= 11 
933333333339 
33233333233 
3212222123 
210111012 
10000001 
0000000 
000000 
00000 
0000 
000 
00 
-18 
n = 13 
comparisons, we have given the exact values of the bounds. Of course, since the 
optimal value is integer, fractional lower bounds can be improved by taking the next 
integer. 
Table 2 gives for each n the CPU time (in s) and the number of cuts needed to 
compute the best possible lower bound by our algorithm. 
Finally Tables 3-5 give for some IZ a circulation yielding the best possible lower 
bound. The line e gives the flow passing through the edges (vi, vI+/), i = 1,. . . , n - /. 
Table 4 
Optimal circulatmn 
29 11 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 11 29 
11 8 6 6 8 8 8 8 6 6 8 11 
86466666468 
6444444446 
400000004 
00000000 
0000000 
000000 
00000 
0000 
000 
00 
-58 
n = 14 
29 11 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 11 29 
11 8 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 8 11 
864666666468 
64444444446 
4000000004 
000000000 
00000000 
0000000 
000000 
00000 
0000 
000 
00 
-58 
n = 15 
59 21 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 21 59 
21 14 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 14 21 
14 12 8 8 12 12 12 12 12 8 8 12 14 
12888888888812 
84004440048 
4000000004 
000000000 
00000000 
0000000 
000000 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
-118 
n = 16 
5. Conclusion 
We observe that it is indeed very difficult to compute sharp bounds, and that more- 
over, the gap between the best lower bounds and the optimal value increases as II gets 
larger. 
In the problem of finding the best Golomb ruler, the corresponding graph is complete 
(i.e., we consider all possible differences). The approach proposed in this paper for 
computing a lower bound remains valid for the problem in which the graph is composed 
of disconnected complete components (not necessarily of the same size). 
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Table 5 
Optimal circulation 
141 51 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 51 141 
51 34 28 28 32 32 32 28 32 32 32 28 28 34 51 
34 28 20 20 28 28 28 28 28 28 20 20 28 34 
28 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 28 
20 8 0 0 4 8 8 4 0 0 8 20 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
-282 
?2 = 17 
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